This «1858» range illustrates what CATOREX - a company founded precisely in 1858 and whose pocket watches that initiated a long tradition of quality and reliability and which today also adorn the most demanding wrists - is all about.

La gamme «1858» illustre toute l'âme de CATOREX - maison fondée en 1858 justement - et dont les montres de poche ont initié une longue tradition de qualité et de fiabilité qui aujourd'hui parvient aussi jusque sur les poignets les plus exigeants.

Die Linie «1858» zeigt die Seele von CATOREX, einem Traditions­haus, das genau im Jahr 1858 gegründet wurde und deren Taschenuhren auf eine lange Tradition in Sachen Qualität und Zuverlässigkeit blicken können. Diese Tradition setzt sich heute nun auch für höchste Ansprüche im Armbanduhrensegment fort.

Questa collezione «1858» illustra l'anima di CATOREX - una casa fondata precisamente nel 1858 che ha iniziato una lunga tradizione di orologi da tasca di qualità ed affidabilità che oggi adorna i polsi più esigenti.

Esta gama «1858» ilustra plenamente el espíritu de CATOREX, casa fundada precisamente en 1858, momento en que sus relojes de bolsillo iniciaron una larga tradición de calidad y fiabilidad que perdura hasta nuestros días en las muñecas más exigentes.

ここに新しい「1858」コレクションをご紹介致します。CATOREX社は1858年に創立され、その類いまれなき伝統と高品質の信頼性にポケットウオッチは培われてきました。それらのエッセンスを集約した腕時計の世界をご覧ください。

这«1858»新系列款式手表突显CATOREX瑞士卡坦尼斯表厂起源于1858年悠久可靠之传统瑞士质量，从袋表发展至今最时尚最受欢迎之腕表。
FROM WHERE THE STORY BEGAN

IN TIMES PAST ONCE WINTER HAD ARRIVED IN THE SWISS JURA, FARMERS WOULD BE TRANSFORMED INTO WATCHMAKERS. HAVING INHERITED THEIR SKILLS, WE HAVE BEEN KEEPING UP THEIR TRADITION FOR 6 GENERATIONS.

A SPECIAL PLACE IN THE WORLD OF SWISS WATCHMAKING

Unlike other brands, CATOREX has a soul and can take pride in its inheritance of a long tradition. Its current director, Guy A. Cattin represents the 6th generation in charge of this independent family company.

In the past, CATOREX made mainly pocket watches but now concentrates on wrist-watches, perpetuating the know-how that has been developed since 1858, when the company was founded in Les Breuleux, Swiss Jura, at the very heart of the watchmaking industry.

Through their design and technology, CATOREX watch models combine innovation with respect for tradition and Swiss quality. Traditional or modern, the brand’s different ranges will appeal to a broad clientele.

CATOREX stands out clearly from the established brands for its special history, its heritage of six generations. CATOREX offers models with a difference, Swiss quality based on a solid watchmaking tradition, and all at an affordable price.

CATOREX watches are for customers who are looking for something exclusive. We show our difference through the brand we wear, and wearing a CATOREX allows its owner to clearly demonstrate his individuality. In addition, the full range of CATOREX models will appeal equally to lovers of tradition and those who prefer modernity.
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C’ATTITUDE
STYLE WITH ELEGANCE
For people who seek style and elegance without ostentation. Six models with structured dials, simple and elegant hour symbols, extra-thin steel or PVD-coated cases, will endow their owners with a discrete yet simple chic.

Automatic movement / ETA 2892-A2
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 mm / 5 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
This model adopts the GMT principle of the two time-zones, displayed on the one dial. However, this timekeeper is powered by a quartz movement and the second time-zone appears in a half-moon aperture, at six o’clock.

**C’ATTITUDE QUARTZ**

A classic piece driven by a modern quartz movement. This line offers eight models adopting the general design of the C’Attitude range, with its elegant and discreet style.

Quartz movement / RONDA Normtech
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 or 32 mm / 5 ATM / Sapphire anti-reflect coating
C’ATTITUDE VOYAGER
FOR ECONOMICAL TRAVELLERS

Quartz movement / RONDA Powertech
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 mm / 5 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
A traditional, classy and elegant chronograph describes the seven models of the line. Leather or metal straps and dial with counters at twelve and six o’clock, in the great style of the aviators’ chronometers.

Automatic movement / ETA 7750
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 42 mm / 10 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
The line pays tribute to the classics of the Belle Époque, with dials bearing large figures and a small second hand at six o'clock. The leather straps even further enhance these models whose extra-thin steel case can be either polished, or coated with yellow PVD.
C’TRADITION
BACK TO BASICS

Automatic movement / ETA 2895-1
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 mm / 5 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
C’VINTAGE
EVOCATIVE OF A CLASSIC

Limited Edition / Automatic movement AS 2063
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 mm / 5 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
Fitted with an ancient and rare Schild AS 2063 movement that has been fully reconditioned and decorated, the watch is a tribute to the classics of the CATOREX brand. The wristwatch, with its round case and pointed hands, has been produced in a limited series of 499 pieces.
C’VOYAGER 3
THE COMPANION OF GLOBE TROTTERS
This watch will become the favourite companion of globe trotters by enabling them to read three time zones simultaneously. With its revolving bezel and its various dial finishes, this GMT model will astonish the curious with its fourth hand.

Automatic movement / ETA 2893-2
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 42 mm / 10 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
C‘CHRONO SPORT
THE CONFIDENT AND

Automatic movement / ETA 7750
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 42 mm / 10 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
The measurement of time is also the prerogative of the line in a younger and more aggressive way. With carbon-effect dials, leather or metal straps, large luminous numbers, this series is decidedly confident and virile in nature.
C’ATTRACTIVE
SLICK DESIGNS
The basic automatic line of the range is represented by eight models of slick design. It comes with various dials and leather or metal straps.

Automatic movement / ETA 2824-2 or SW 200-1
Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 40 mm / 5 ATM
Sapphire anti-reflect coating
C’PURE
THE FEMININE CERAMIC

Automatic movement / ETA 2824-2 or SW 200-1 / Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 36 mm / 5 ATM / Sapphire anti-reflect coating
CATOREX has developed this line, especially intended for the ladies, using ceramics for the manufacture of the case and the wristlet. The model is available with a quartz or automatic movement, in the colours of black, white or pink, with different decorations, especially based on SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS brilliants.
Quartz movement / RONDA Normtech / Stainless steel 316L / Diameter 38 or 32 mm with diamonds / 5 ATM / Sapphire anti-reflect coating
This collection is a line paying homage to love, appealing as much to Her as to Him. Each model has its smaller version counterpart, enabling partners in love with each other to unite through an elegant and luxurious symbol. The mechanical line has been produced in a limited series of 599 pieces. Available in mechanical or quartz version.

Limited Edition / Mechanical hand winding movement / UNITAS 6565 skeleton / Stainless steel 316 L / Diameter 38 or 32 mm with diamonds / 5 ATM / Sapphire anti-reflect coating
Tradition adapted to the style of the day. With CATOREX pocket watches, time acquires a very different meaning in the modern world. This pocket watch, the great specialty of the family business since its foundation in 1858, from the most traditional to the most modern.

Classic, the collection is available in different styles, from Palladium coated brass to gold-plated brass. Pocket watches exist in 18 carat Gold or Sterling Silver 925. Models are available with a quartz movement or with a mechanical hand winding movement.
A true gem that tells the time, and elegantly adorns the neck. CATOREX pendant watches are miniatures of the pocket watches, which will appeal for their various case decorations, struck within the metal itself.

Models are available with a quartz movement or with a mechanical hand winding movement.
ACROSS MORE THAN TWO CENTURIES

1785 | Birth of Georges Ignace Cattin, watchmaker and farmer, first in a long line of watchmakers peasants

1818 | Birth of Constant Cattin, watchmaker and farmer, only son of Georges Ignace

1858 | Foundation of the company CATTIN by Constant Cattin

1887 | Birth of Maurice Cattin, watchmaker, 4th generation

1885 | Birth of Armand Cattin, watchmaker, 4th generation

1861 | Birth of Numa Cattin, watchmaker and farmer, youngest of Constant's nine children, he takes over the family watch business

A BRAND WITH A LONG PAST RICH IN TRADITION

Located at Les Breuleux, the company is led today by Guy A. Cattin who maintains the proud tradition of mechanical watchmaking as the sixth generation, while unceasingly creating new types of watches adapted to the personality, taste and need of a very large amateur and expert clientele. It is the reason why CATOREX watches benefit of an international fame, for its products manufactured with the “savoir-faire” of professional watchmakers.

The story of CATOREX Watchmakers started in the 19th century with Georges Ignace Cattin, born in 1785, a watchmaker and peasant at the same time. His only son, Constant Cattin, born in 1818, a watchmaker and peasant as well, founded the company Cattin in 1858. He had nine children. His youngest son, Numa Cattin, born in 1861, continued to produce the high quality watches, while still established in Les Breuleux, in the heart of the Swiss Jura.

The fourth generation was represented by both of Numa’s sons, Armand Cattin, born in 1885, and Maurice Cattin, born in 1887. They were no longer peasants but only watchmakers.
CATOREX became a registered brand during the fifth generation, a hundred years after its actual founding and at the time was managed by Guy Cattin, born in 1932, and his wife Wilhelmine.

In the past, the company made mainly pocket watches but now concentrates on wrist-watches, perpetuating the know-how that has been developed since 1858.
FROM WHERE THE STORY BEGAN